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Abstract. Resources such as FrameNet provide semantic information
that is important for multiple tasks. However, they are expensive to build
and, consequently, are unavailable for many languages and domains.
Thus, approaches able to induce semantic frames in an unsupervised
manner are highly valuable. In this paper we approach that task from a
network perspective as a community detection problem that targets the
identification of groups of verb instances that evoke the same semantic
frame. To do so, we apply a graph-clustering algorithm to a graph with
contextualized representations of verb instances as nodes connected by
an edge if the distance between them is below a threshold that defines
the granularity of the induced frames. By applying this approach to the
benchmark dataset defined in the context of the SemEval shared task we
outperformed all the previous approaches to the task.

Keywords: Semantic Frames, Contextualized Representations, Com-
munity Detection, Graph Clustering

1 Introduction

A word may have different senses depending on the context in which it ap-
pears. Thus, in order to understand its meaning, we must analyze that context
and identify the semantic frame that is being evoked [12]. Consequently, sets
of frame definitions and annotated datasets that map text into the semantic
frames it evokes are important resources for multiple Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) tasks [23, 1, 10]. Among such resources, the most prominent is
FrameNet [5], providing a set of more than 1,200 generic semantic frames, as
well as over 200,000 annotated sentences in English. However, this kind of re-
source is expensive and time-consuming to build, since both the definition of
the frames and the annotation of sentences require expertise in the underlying
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knowledge. Furthermore, it is difficult to decide both the granularity and the
domains to consider while defining the frames. Thus, such resources only exist
for a reduced amount of languages [8] and even English lacks domain-specific
resources in multiple domains.

An approach to alleviate the effort in the process of building semantic frame
resources is to induce the frames evoked by a collection of documents using
unsupervised approaches. However, most research on this subject focused on ar-
guments and the induction of their semantic roles [26, 16, 25] or on the induction
of semantic frames from verbs with two arguments [18, 28]. To address this issue
and define a benchmark for future research, a shared task was proposed in the
context of SemEval 2019 [21]. This task focused on the unsupervised induction of
FrameNet-like frames through the grouping of verbs and their arguments accord-
ing to the requirements of three different subtasks. The first of those subtasks
focused on clustering instances of verbs according to the semantic frame they
evoke while the others focused on clustering the arguments of those verbs, both
according to the frame-specific slots they fill and their semantic role.

In this paper we approach the first subtask from a network perspective.
First, we generate a network in which the nodes correspond to contextualized
representations of each verb instance. Then, we create edges between two nodes
if the distance between them is lower than a certain threshold which controls the
granularity of the induced frames. Finally, we apply a graph-clustering approach
to identify communities of nodes that evoke the same frame.

In the remainder of the paper, we start by providing an overview of previ-
ous approaches to the task, in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we describe our
induction approach. Section 4 describes our experimental setup. The results of
our experiments are presented and discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
summarizes the conclusions of our work and provides pointers for future work.

2 Related Work

Before the shared task in the context of SemEval 2019, there were already
some approaches to unsupervised semantic frame induction. For instance, LDA-
Frames [18] relied on topic modeling and, more specifically, on Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [7], to jointly induce semantic frames and their frame-specific
semantic roles. On the other hand, Ustalov et al. [28] approached the induction
of frames through the triclustering of Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) triples using
the Watset fuzzy graph-clustering algorithm [27], which induces word-sense in-
formation in the graph before clustering. However, although these approaches
are able to induce semantic frames, they can only be applied to verb instances
with certain characteristics, such as a fixed number of arguments.

Since we are approaching one of the subtasks defined in the context of Se-
mEval 2019’s Task 2, the most important approaches to describe in this section
are those which competed in that subtask. Arefyev et al. [3] achieved the high-
est performance in the competition using a two-step agglomerative clustering
approach. First, it generates a small set of large clusters containing instances of
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verbs which have at least one sense that evokes the same frame. Then, the verb
instances of each cluster are clustered again to distinguish the different frames
that are evoked according to the different senses. In both steps, the generation
of the representations of the instances relies on BERT [11]. Nonetheless, while
the first step relies on the contextualized representation given by an empirically
selected layer of the model, the second step uses BERT as a language model
to generate possible context words that provide cues for the sense of the verb
instance. To do so, multiple Hearst-like patterns [15] are applied to the sentence
in which the verb instance occurs and the context words correspond to those
generated to fill the slots in the patterns. The representation of the instance is
then given by a tf-idf-weighted average of the representations of the most prob-
able context words. The number of clusters in the first step was obtained by
performing grid search while clustering the development and test data together.
The selected value corresponds to that which led to maximum performance on
the development data. In the second step, clusters with less than 20 instances
or containing specific undisclosed verbs were left intact. In the remainder, the
number of clusters was selected to maximize the silhouette score.

Anwar et al. [2] used a more simplistic approach based on the agglomerative
clustering of contextualized representations of the verb instances. The number
of clusters was defined empirically. In the system submitted for participation
in the competition, the contextualized representations were obtained by con-
catenating the context-free representation of the verb instance obtained using
Word2Vec [19] with the tf-idf-weighted average of the representations of the re-
maining words in the sentence. However, in a post-evaluation experiment, better
results were achieved using the mean of contextualized representations generated
by ELMo [20].

Finally, Ribeiro et al. [22] also relied on contextualized representations of the
verb instances, but used a graph-based approach. They experimented with both
the sum of the representations generated by ELMo [20] and those generated by
the last layer of the BERT model [11]. Better results were achieved with the
former. The contextualized representations are used as the nodes in a graph
and connected by a distance-weighted edge if the cosine distance between them
is below a threshold based on a function of the mean and standard deviation
of the pairwise distances between the nodes. Finally, the Chinese Whispers [6]
algorithm is applied to the graph to identify communities of nodes that evoke
the same frame. Although the high performance achieved on the development
data did not generalize to the test data, this simple approach has the potential
to achieve higher results with some modifications. Thus, the work described in
this paper is based on this approach

3 Semantic Frame Induction Approach

In general, our approach, summarized in Algorithm 1, is very similar to the
one used by Ribeiro et al. [22] in the context of the SemEval shared task. It
starts by generating a contextualized representation of each verb instance. These
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representations are then used as the nodes in a network or graph in which each
pair of nodes is connected through an edge if the distance between them is
below a certain threshold. Finally, the Chinese Whispers algorithm is applied to
the graph to identify communities of verb instances that evoke the same frame.
However, it has some key modifications that improve its performance.

Algorithm 1 Frame Induction Approach

Input: S // The set of sentences
Input: T // The set of head tokens to cluster
Input: Embed // The approach for generating contextualized representations
Input: d // The neighboring threshold
Output: C // The set of clusters
1: V ← {Embed(St, t) : t ∈ T}
2: D ← {1− cos(θv,v′) : (v, v′) ∈ V 2, v 6= v′} // θv,v′ is the angle between v and v′

3: W ← {1−Dv,v′ : (v, v′) ∈ V 2, v 6= v′} // The weights of the edges
4: E ← {(v, v′,Wv,v′) : (v, v′) ∈ V 2, v 6= v′, Dv,v′ < d}
5: G← (V,E)
6: C ← ChineseWhispers(G)
7: return C

Starting with the representation of verb instances, the use of contextualized
word representations in all of the approaches that competed in the SemEval
shared task proves their importance for distinguishing different word senses,
which evoke different frames. Ribeiro et al. [22] experimented with representa-
tions generated by both ELMo and BERT and achieved better results using the
former. Furthermore, in their experiments, Arefyev et al. [3] noticed that BERT
tends to generate representations of the different forms of the same lexeme which
are distant in terms of the typically used euclidean and cosine distances. They
tried to identify a distance metric that was appropriate for correlating such rep-
resentations, but were unsuccessful. Thus, although it is not the current state-
of-the-art approach for generating contextualized word representations, we rely
on ELMo in our approach. The generated representations include a context-free
representation and context information at two levels. According to the experi-
ments performed by the authors of ELMo, the first level is typically related to
the syntactic context, while the second is typically related to the semantic con-
text. In addition to the combination of all information, we also explore the use
of each level independently. This way, we are able to assess which information is
actually important for the task.

To generate the contextualized representation of multi-word verb instances,
we use a dependency parser to identify the head word and use the corresponding
representation, since it contains information from the other words.

In our approach, the contextualized representations of the verb instances are
used as the nodes of a graph. To generate the edges, the first step is to calculate
the pairwise distance between those representations. We use the cosine distance
since it is bounded and the magnitude of word vectors is typically related to
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the number of occurrences. Thus, the angle between the vectors is a better
indicator of similarity. Furthermore, the euclidean distance has issues in spaces
with high dimensionality. Still, we performed preliminary experiments to confirm
that using the cosine distance leads to better results than the euclidean distance.

Each pair of nodes in the graph is connected through an edge if the distance
between them is below a certain threshold. The definition of this threshold is
particularly important, since it controls the granularity of the induced frames.
Having control over this granularity is important, since it allows us to induce
more specific or more abstract frames, both of which are relevant in different
scenarios. Furthermore, this control allows us to define granularity in a small
set of instances and then induce frames with a similar granularity in a different
set. The latter was the main issue of Ribeiro et al.’s [22] approach at SemEval,
whose performance on the development set did not generalize to the test set.
That happened since the threshold was selected using a function of the statistics
of the distribution of pairwise distances, which vary according to the contexts
covered by the datasets and the number of instances. Consequently, applying the
same function on the development and test sets led to the generation of frames
with different granularity. We fix this issue by defining the threshold through
grid search on the development set and then using the same fixed threshold
across sets.

Another difference of our approach is the weighting of the edges. While
Ribeiro et al. [22] attributed a weight corresponding to the distance between the
nodes, we weight the edges using the cosine similarity. This is more appropriate,
since the Chinese Whispers [6] algorithm that we use to identify the commu-
nities of nodes that evoke the same frame attributes more importance to edges
with higher weight. Chinese Whispers is a simple but effective graph-clustering
algorithm based on the idea that nodes that broadcast the same message to
their neighbors should be aggregated. It starts by attributing each node to a
different cluster. Then, in each iteration, the nodes are processed in random or-
der and are attributed to the cluster with highest sum of edge weights in their
neighborhood. This process is repeated until there are no changes or the maxi-
mum number of iterations is reached. Chinese Whispers is appropriate for this
task since it identifies the number of cluster on its own, is able to handle clus-
ters of different sizes, and scales well to large graphs. Furthermore, it typically
outperforms other clustering approaches on NLP tasks.

4 Experimental Setup

In this section we describe our experimental setup in terms of data, evaluation
approach, and implementation details.

4.1 Dataset

In our experiments, we used the same dataset used in the context of SemEval
2019’s Task 2. This dataset consists of sentences extracted from the Penn Tree-
bank 3.0 [17] and annotated with FrameNet frames. Since we are focusing on
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clustering verb instances into semantic frame heads, we are not interested in the
annotations of the arguments. The development set consists of 600 verb instances
extracted from 588 sentences and annotated with 41 different frames. The test
set consists of 4,620 verb instances extracted from 3,346 sentences and anno-
tated with 149 different frames. Additionally, all the sentences are annotated
with morphosyntactic information in the CoNLL-U format [9].

4.2 Evaluation Approach

For direct comparison with the approaches that competed in SemEval’s task, we
evaluate our approach using the same metrics used on the task: Purity F1, which
is the harmonic mean of purity and inverse-purity [24], and BCubed F1, which is
the harmonic mean of BCubed Precision and BCubed Recall [4]. While the first
focuses on the quality of each cluster independently, the latter focuses on the
distribution of instances of the same category across the clusters. Additionally,
we report the number of induced clusters. Since the Chinese Whispers algorithm
is not deterministic, the values we report for these metrics refer to the mean and
standard deviation over 30 runs.

Since we are approaching the problem from a network-based perspective, we
also report the number of edges, the diameter, and the clustering coefficient of the
network corresponding to the neighboring threshold with highest performance
in each scenario.

In addition to that of the approaches that competed in SemEval’s task, we
also compare the performance of our approach with a baseline that consists of
generating one cluster per verb.

4.3 Implementation Details

To obtain the contextualized representation of the verb instances we used the
ELMo model provided by the AllenNLP package [13] to generate the contextu-
alized embeddings for every sentence in the dataset and then selected the rep-
resentations of the head token of each instance. The representation of each verb
instance is then given by three vectors of dimensionality 1,024, corresponding to
the context-free representation of the head token and the two levels of context
information. We experimented both with each vector independently, as well as
their combination. To combine the vectors we used their sum, since it represents
the variation of the context-free representation according to the context.

To apply the Chinese Whispers algorithm, we relied on Ustalov’s [29] imple-
mentation in Python, which requires the graph to be built using the NetworkX
package [14]. We did not use weight regularization and performed a maximum
of 20 iterations.

Finally, to obtain the syntactic dependencies used to determine the head
token of multi-word verbs, we used the annotations provided with the dataset,
which were obtained automatically using a dependency parser.
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5 Results & Discussion

Before starting the discussion, it is important to make some remarks regarding
the presentation of the results. First, although the cosine distance varies in the
interval [0, 2], for readability, we only plot the results in the interval [0, 1],
since for neighboring thresholds above that value the verb instances are always
grouped into a single cluster. Furthermore, we do not include the value of the
graph diameter in our tables, since the graph corresponding to the threshold
that leads to higher performance in each scenario is never connected. Thus, the
diameter is always infinite.

Fig. 1. Results on the development data using the different levels of ELMo represen-
tations. The xx axis refers to the neighboring threshold used to create the edges.

Table 1. Results on the development data using the different levels of ELMo represen-
tations. d refers to the neighboring threshold. CC refers to the clustering coefficient.

d Edges CC Clusters Purity F1 BCubed F1

Context-Free 0.57 39,441 0.97 22.03±0.31 95.57±0.58 93.35±0.71
Syntactic Context 0.41 27,201 0.80 30.93±0.25 94.32±0.16 91.65±0.20
Semantic Context 0.53 20,660 0.67 24.47±0.52 88.64±0.33 81.92±0.54

Free + Syntactic 0.47 37,913 0.94 22.97±0.41 95.83±0.28 93.66±0.32
All 0.45 21,448 0.73 34.73±0.51 93.93±0.30 91.04±0.59

Starting with the information provided by the multiple levels included in
ELMo representations, in Figure 1 and the first block of Table 1, we can see that,
independently, the context-free representation is the most informative of the
three and the most robust to changes in the threshold, with a wide interval with
reduced decrease in performance around the threshold with highest performance.
The initial drop in the number of clusters is due to its lack of context information,
which makes all the instances of the same verb become connected as soon as the
threshold is higher than zero.
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The lower performance of the levels that provide context information on their
own was expected, since they represent changes in the word sense of the verb
according to the context, but lack information regarding the verb itself. Sur-
prisingly, the level that typically captures the semantic context leads to worse
performance than that which captures syntactic context and even harms perfor-
mance in combination with the other levels. However, this can be explained by
the fact that the ELMo model was trained for a specific task and, consequently,
the semantic context is overfit to that task. On the other hand, the syntactic
context is more generic and, since the sense of a verb can be related to the
syntactic tree in which it occurs, it provides important information for the task.

Fig. 2. Results on the development data according to the weighting of the edges. The
xx axis refers to the neighboring threshold used to create the edges.

As shown in the second block of Table 1, the highest performance is achieved
when using the combination of the context-free representation and the syntactic
context. Still, the average increase in BCubed F1 in relation to when using the
context-free representation on its own is of just 0.33 percentage points, which
suggests that the context information is only able to disambiguate a reduced
amount of specific cases. However, the threshold that leads to the highest per-
formance in the combination is lower. This means that the graph has less edges
and consequently, is less connected. Still, the number of clusters, around 23, is
nearly half of the number of frames in the gold standard, 41, which means that
the graph should be even less connected. Since the performance decreases for
lower thresholds, this suggests that either the representations or the distance
metric are unable to capture all the information required to group the instances
in FrameNet-like frames.

Regarding the weighting of the edges, the results in Table 2 show that the
difference in average top performance is of just 0.06 and 0.10 percentage points in
terms of Purity F1 and BCubed F1, respectively. This suggests that the presence
of the edges is more important for the approach than their weight. Still, in
Figure 2 we can see that using weighted edges increases the robustness of the
approach to changes in the neighboring threshold.

Figure 3 shows the results achieved when applying the same approach to the
test data. Although the performance is lower, we can observe patterns similar to
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Table 2. Results on the development data according to the weighting of the edges. d
refers to the neighboring threshold. CC refers to the clustering coefficient.

d Edges CC Clusters Purity F1 BCubed F1

Weighted 0.47 37,913 0.94 22.97±0.41 95.83±0.28 93.66±0.32
Unweighted 0.46 37,415 0.93 22.90±0.30 95.77±0.16 93.56±0.31

Fig. 3. Results on the test data. The xx axis refers to the neighboring threshold used
to create the edges.

those observed on the development data. The only difference is that there is a
more pronounced performance drop immediately after the threshold that leads
to highest performance. Nonetheless, as shown in Table 3, the threshold selected
on development data, 0.47, is lower and very close to the best threshold on test
data, 0.49. This shows that our grid-search approach to define the threshold
generalizes well. Still, the average performance loss in relation to when using
the best threshold is of 0.29 and 0.36 percentage points in terms of Purity F1

and BCubed F1, respectively. It is interesting to observe that, contrarily to
what happened on development data, the approach overestimates the number of
clusters. However, this can be explained by the fact that the test data includes
more instances of different verbs that evoke the same frame. Once again, this
suggests that either the representations or the distance metric are unable to
capture all the required information.

Finally, Table 4 compares the results of our approach with those of the sys-
tems that competed in the SemEval shared task. First of all, it is important to
refer that while Ribeiro et al.’s [22] approach, on which ours is based, performed
worse than the one-frame-per-verb baseline, our surpasses it by 4.37 percentage
points in terms of Purity F1 and 7.72 percentage points in terms of BCubed
F1. This shows the importance of discarding the semantic context provided in
the ELMo representations and, most importantly, of identifying a neighboring
threshold that allows the approach to generalize. Furthermore, our approach
also outperforms the more complex approach by Arefyev et al. [3] by 2.37 per-
centage points in terms of BCubed F1. Consequently, it achieves the current
state-of-the-art performance on the task.
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Table 3. Results on the test data. d refers to the neighboring threshold. CC refers to
the clustering coefficient.

d Edges CC Clusters Purity F1 BCubed F1

Dev. Threshold 0.47 347,202 0.91 196.63±1.68 79.97±0.21 73.07±0.25
Best Threshold 0.49 364,829 0.91 186.33±0.98 80.26±0.17 73.43±0.19

Table 4. Comparison with previous approaches in terms of performance on the test
data.

Purity F1 BCubed F1

Baseline 73.78 65.35

Ribeiro et al. [22] 75.25 65.32
Anwar et al. [2] 76.68 68.10
Arefyev et al. [3] 78.15 70.70

Our Approach (Dev. Threshold) 79.97 73.07

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have approached semantic frame induction as a community
detection problem by applying the Chinese Whispers graph-clustering algorithm
to a network with contextualized representations of verb instances as nodes
connected by an edge if the cosine distance between them is below a threshold
that defines the granularity of the induced frames.

We have shown that the best performance is achieved when using verb in-
stance representations given by the combination of the context-free and syntac-
tical context levels of ELMo representations. The semantic context level impairs
the performance since it is overfit to the task on which the model was trained.

We have also observed that weighting the edges with the cosine similar-
ity between the nodes improves the robustness to changes in the neighboring
threshold.

We have performed our experiments on the benchmark dataset defined in
the context of SemEval 2019’s Task 2, which allows us to compare our results
with those of previous approaches. In this context, the most important step is
to identify the threshold that defines correct granularity according to the gold
standard annotations. We did so by performing grid search on the development
data and used the same fixed threshold on the test data. This way, we solved
the main issue of the approach on which ours was based, which was its lack of
generalization ability. In fact, the difference between the best threshold on the
development set and that which would lead to the best performance on the test
set was of just 0.02.
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Using this approach we were able to outperform the more complex approach
that won the SemEval shared task by 2.37 percentage points in terms of BCubed
F1. Thus, it achieves the current state-of-the-art performance on the task.

Although we were able to outperform all the previous approaches on the task,
the 73.07 BCubed F1 score achieved on the test data shows that the approach is
not able to capture all the information required to induce FrameNet-like frames
and that there is still room for improvement. Thus, as future work, we intend
to assess the cases that our approach fails to cluster to check whether a differ-
ent clustering approach or additional features are required, or an adaptation of
the contextualized representations is enough. Regarding the latter, it would be
interesting to assess whether fine tuning the ELMo representations to the task
would make the semantic context level provide relevant information.

Finally, since this approach achieves state-of-the-art performance when in-
ducing semantic frames from verb instances, we intend to assess whether it is
also appropriate to induce the semantic roles and the frame-specific slots filled
by the arguments of the verbs.
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